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RESTful Web Services with DropwizardPackt Publishing, 2014

	The world is moving towards RESTful Web Services and now you can get up to speed quickly and painlessly. This tutorial covers all you need to create your own Web Service applications using the Dropwizard libraries.


	Overview

	
		Learn how to build and test your own high-performance Web Service application

...
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Robotium Automated Testing for AndroidPackt Publishing, 2013

	Create and execute automated test cases for your Android apps using this hands-on guide to Robotium. A comprehensive guide to the framework, it takes you from first principles to advanced features and utilities.


	Overview

	
		Integrate Robotium with Maven to perform test case execution during build
	...
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JRuby CookbookO'Reilly, 2008
If you're interested in JRuby, you probably don't need a turorial on Ruby, Rails, or Java -- you just need to know how to get things done. This Cookbook offers practical solutions for using the Java implementation of the Ruby language, with targeted recipes for deploying Rails web applications on Java servers, integrating JRuby code with Java...
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Learning Spark: Lightning-Fast Big Data AnalysisO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Data in all domains is getting bigger. How can you work with it efficiently? Recently updated for Spark 1.3, this book introduces Apache Spark, the open source cluster computing system that makes data analytics fast to write and fast to run. With Spark, you can tackle big datasets quickly through simple APIs in Python, Java,...
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Apache Maven 3 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	Apache Maven is more than just build automation. When positioned at the very heart of your development strategy, Apache Maven can become a force multiplier not just for individual developers but for Agile teams and managers. This book covers implementation of Apache Maven with popular enterprise technologies/frameworks and introduces Agile...
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SoapUI CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Boost your SoapUI capabilities to test RESTful and SOAP APIs with over 65 hands-on recipes


	About This Book

	
		Quickly gain simple-to-use building blocks to power up your SoapUI toolkit
	
		Use Groovy scripting and open source technologies to add the SoapUI functionality you need to successfully...
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Mastering GradlePackt Publishing, 2015

	Master the technique of developing, migrating, and building automation using Gradle


	About This Book

	
		Create new plugins to get customized features to suit your needs
	
		Build projects like Java, Scala, and web applications using Gradle
	
		A step-by-step guide that will help you to...
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Enterprise Application Development with Ext JS and SpringPackt Publishing, 2013

	Designed for intermediate developers, this superb tutorial will lead you step by step through the process of developing enterprise web applications combining two leading-edge frameworks. Take a big leap forward in easy stages.


	Overview

	
		Embark on the exciting journey through the entire enterprise web...
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Building RESTful Web Services with Spring 5 - Second Edition: Leverage the power of Spring 5.0, Java SE 9, and Spring Boot 2.0Packt Publishing, 2018

	
		Find out how to implement the REST architecture to build resilient software in Java with the help of the Spring 5.0 framework. 

	
		Key Features

		
			Follow best practices and explore techniques such as clustering and caching to achieve a reactive, scalable web service,
	
			Leverage...
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Java Power ToolsO'Reilly, 2008
 All true craftsmen need the best tools to do their finest work, and programmers are no different. Java Power Tools delivers 30 open source tools designed to improve the development practices of Java developers in any size team or organization. Each chapter includes a series of short articles...
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Professional Apache Geronimo (Wrox Professional Guides)Wrox Press, 2006
Geronimo is a popular production-grade Open Source J2EE 1.4 certified server available free of charge. It is the only server of its kind licensed under the Apache Software License 2.0, allowing free adaptation and modification for commercial or non-commercial use. The server is well-supported internationally by a large base of users, developers,...
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Beginning Java and Flex: Migrating Java, Spring, Hibernate and Maven Developers to Adobe FlexApress, 2009
Over the past few years, the now open source Adobe Flex Framework has been adopted by the Java community as the preferred framework for Java RIAs using Flash for the presentation layer. Flex helps Java developers to build and maintain expressive web/desktop applications that deploy consistently on all major browsers, desktops, and operating...
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